
MOTH MUMBLINGS – EASTER 2022 

  

MOTHS FLYING NOW 
  
There seems to be some sort of “Great Divide” in terms of where to find moths. From over in south-

west Herts and down in Middlesex I am receiving reports of nightly catches that could be described as 

“reasonable for the time of year”. Meanwhile, in north-east Herts a couple of nights ago, I ran 7 actinic 

lamps along a rather nice green lane, in calm and mild conditions with a slight haze obscuring the moon, 

and by midnight had caught just 2 moths! On the same night, Ben Sale went to a site in the Brecks, but 

when I sent him a text at around midnight to enquire of his progress I received the response that it was 

so poor he had already gone home! The next night, “Good Friday'', William Bishop, Trevor Brownsell 

and myself surrounded a woodland at Watton-at-Stone with four large traps and 5 actinic “bucket” traps 

from around 7pm until gone midnight – the tally was just a dozen moths of only 7 species. Most 

surprisingly, my 125watt Robinson trap, deploying an old-fashioned “round” bulb (the good ones that 

you can’t get any more), which was switched on well before dark, produced absolutely zero – no moths 

at all.  
  
Undaunted – there is a target moth for this present Easter period. 
  
SLOE CARPET ALEUCIS DISTINCTATA.  
  
Never recorded in Middlesex and there is only a single Hertfordshire record, from Standon in 1968 and even this 

is regarded as a bit dodgy (record originates on an old Monks Wood recording card and is for the year only with 

no date given). The moth affects a few places in South Essex (perhaps mostly in the Thames coastal region), but 

it may have been lost completely from former sites in Suffolk. I am told there are a few sites for it in Kent, though 

I lack details. 
  
This is a species that should probably now be treated as Endangered in Britain. Nevertheless,  I have suggested 

for many years that we might just find this moth in our area. Areas of long-term Blackthorn (Prunus spinosa) that 

are not regularly pruned are needed (masses of Blackthorn in Hertfordshire’s lanes, but these are all pruned and 

the moth is not expected here). This habitat is rare – especially so in Middlesex, though this latter area, being 

nearer the Thames, is favourite for turning it up? The need to get out early in cold weather may not help the 

recording process; the adults should be flying now and for the next 2 weeks! 
  
Keep me posted, please. 
  
EASTER EXTRAS 
  
Here’s a couple of things to keep you busy this weekend, as an alternative to pigging out on Easter 

eggs! 
  
Lawson’s Cypress mines 
  
Now is the time to look for brown tips to the fronds of “leylandii” and similar “Cupressus-type” trees. 

Such brown tips are likely to be caused by caterpillars of moths mining inside the leaves. Expect 

Argyresthia trifasciella, but Argyresthia cupressella is equally likely (and less well recorded in both 

counties, so records are very much wanted). Snip off the affected fronds (the chrysalis will usually be 

at the interface of green and brown inside the leaf at this time of year) and keep indoors (but out of 

direct sunshine). The moths, if present, should emerge in May – perhaps earlier indoors in warm houses. 

Easy to separate the two expected species using most books or Internet sites.  
  
Pine needle mines 
  



Several moth caterpillars mine internally within the needles of Scots Pine and possibly other pine tree 

species, causing them to turn brown – partly or entirely. Some species tunnel towards the tip of the 

needle; others feed from the tip to the base. Some make a minute exit hole and leave the mine to pupate; 

clearly if there is an exit hole there is no point in now collecting the needles, but not all will have 

pupated just yet. Others remain inside the mine to pupate. Identification with certainty requires a look 

at the adults. Snip off affected shoots and keep them in a jam jar or similar, indoors but not in direct 

sunlight. Adults should emerge in May (in theory). Remember to also keep any parasites that emerge 

in place of moths; data on parasitism in micro moths is very sparse – let me have the specimens to pass 

to the appropriate experts for correct naming.  
  
I will be happy to help with naming reared adult moth; keep them in pots in the fridge until I have 

named them as some may require me to have “hands on” with the moth itself. Potential discoveries in 

our two counties are: 
  

•         Cedestis gysseleniella – mines from base to tip – exits mine to pupate on ground. 

Widespread in Herts & Middx; 
•         Cedestis subfasciella – mines from tip to base – exits mine to pupate on ground. 

Widespread in Herts & Middx; 
•         Exoteleia dodecella – mines apical portion of needle in autumn – after hibernation spins 

needles together and feeds externally. Widespread in Herts & Middx; 
•         Ocnerostoma friesei – mines whole needle from tip to base – pupates in white cocoon 

spun between needles. Local and scarce in Herts & Middx.; 
•         Ocnerostoma piniariella – mines whole needle from tip to base – pupates in white cocoon 

spun between needles. Local and scarce in Herts & Middx. 
  
Please try to record the species of Pine they were feeding on (send me a sample of the shoots if you wish).  
  

  
OUR WEBSITE IS NOW UPDATED – WE THINK! 
  
Andrew has now input his own several hours of work in order to update the maps and (where necessary), 

the species texts on our website at www.hertsmothgroup.org.uk. The updated species accounts affect 

both Herts and Middlesex vice-counties – the latter including all of London north of the River Thames.  
  
The reason that it has taken ages to do this is simple – Andrew has been waiting for me to send him the 

corrected and updated database to work from! The main database is not accessible via the website; our 

data is too important to allow any sort of access by hackers or whoever. The database is kept only on 

my own computer and requires a password. There are backup copies in two safe locations where it is 

also protected from access via web-based or other hackers. The dataset used by Andrew to update the 

website does not include personal data, such as the names of recorders. Creating an interface between 

the new dataset and our web site is what has taken the time. Thanks to Andrew for his enormous effort. 
All errors are probably mine BUT if you spot any it would be most helpful to contact Andrew direct 

in the first instance. He and I talk frequently!  
  
If you catch a moth that you are not familiar with, or which you think might be in some way noteworthy, 

you can now quickly look it up in the interactive bit of the web site and get an up to date (to 31st 

December 2021) overview. We hope that this will help you to improve your moth knowledge. If the 

web site suggests you might usefully try again, then do so, but always feel free to send me material to 

double-check if you get the same answer! I remain happy to look at any moths, especially potentially 

“interesting” species, regardless of whether or not you have used the website.  
  
  

LATE RECORDS 
  

http://www.hertsmothgroup.org.uk/


These are still very much wanted, but I will now stop banging on about this and let you get your moth 

traps out! You can always add outstanding 2021 data to your 2022 submission in due course. Late data 

is NOT lost data.  
  
  

OLD BAGS WANTED! 
  
Are there any ladies out there (or gentlemen, of course, I would not wish to be sexist), who have a 

sewing machine and know how to use it? 
  
I need someone to stitch-up approximately 30 cloth bags for me – cloth to be provided by me. Each one 

needs to take a 12-inch actinic tube, its control box plus a set of 3 Perspex vanes (baffles) and 3 tent 

pegs. The bags are likely to be around 18 x 8 inches (or whatever that is in modern money) but the 

measurements are not precise as long as each bag is big enough to store my gear. Each bag will need 

the top edge folding over and stitching so I can insert a draw-string to hang it up. These tall and narrow 

cloth bags will take up far less storage space in the Land Rover and will thus also be easier and faster 

to access when setting up at a site.  
  
If there are any volunteers, do please get in touch – e-mail or telephone, as suits. I could do with this 

sorting sooner rather than later, of course! 
  
Of course, if anyone already has cloth bags of this vague size that they no longer want/need, please tell 

me and I will make you an offer! 
  
 
*****************************  
That’s all for now. 
  
Enjoy! 
  
Colin 
  
*****************************  
Colin W. Plant 
Herts & Middlesex Counties Moth Recorder 
14 West Road 
Bishops Stortford 
Hertfordshire 
CM23 3QP 
  
Landline: (after midday only): 01279 - 507697 
E-mail: colinwplant@gmail.com 
*****************************  
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